
 

SUMMER 2018 APPLICATION FAQS 
COLLEGE TO CONGRESS 
 
WHAT’S DIFFERENT ABOUT BEING A C2C INTERN VERSUS 
BEING WITH AN OFFICE INDEPENDENTLY? 
The big difference between C2C and coming to the Hill on your own 
is the financial aid and our programming. College to Congress covers 
the entire cost of your internship. Besides paying for food, housing, 

travel, and a professional wardrobe, we offer networking and educational opportunities through 
our program. We will invite you to connect with influential professionals in the Washington area 
and pair you with a mentor who is currently working on the Hill. 
 
WHAT DOES A C2C INTERN DO? 
College to Congress interns work on Capitol Hill for congressional offices. This could be in the 
House of Representatives or the Senate. Typical duties include answering constituent calls, 
writing letters to constituent questions, attending hearing or briefings for staffers, giving tours of 
the Capitol building, and any other number of errands and tasks needed in a congressional 
office. The hustle and bustle of the Hill is unlike anywhere else in the world and it’s not unlikely 
that you’ll bump into a well-known member of Congress on your way into work! 
 
WOULD I GET TO WORK FOR SOMEONE I BELIEVE IN? (POLITICAL PAIRING) 
Yes. With our diverse Host Committee comprised of members from every policy position, we can 
place you in an office where you will find meaning. We are also passionate about having students 
work for their hometown member of Congress. By having a connection to the district or state 
where you are from, you will be able to give back to your community while having an incredible 
experience in our nation’s capital. 
 
HOW DOES THE MENTORSHIP PROGRAM WORK? 
Our interns are paired with a Congressional staffer from the opposite party to demonstrate the 
power of moving beyond conflict and forging compromise.   
 
WHERE WILL I LIVE? HOW WILL I COMMUTE? 
We have partnered with WISH to provide comfortable, accessible living arrangements for the 
time our students are with us in D.C. Housing arrangements, organized by gender, will be located 
near each other in order for students to connect and network during their off time. You will be 
within walking distance of your congressional office so you have an easy morning commute. 
There are other transportation options such as the metro, bus, bike-shares, and ride-shares. 
College to Congress will provide a travel stipend. 
 
 
 



 

WHAT ARE THE PROGRAM DATES? 
We are still waiting on the 2018 Congressional Calendar to be released. We are holding June 5- 
August 3rd. Dates will be finalized by January 2018. 
 
WHAT IS A REFERENCE LETTER? 
A reference letter is an evaluation of a person’s characteristics and personal qualities, rather than 
professional qualities which are expressed when writing a recommendation letter.  This allows 
the Selection Committee to know more about you other than your professional qualities and past; 
For the reference letter format personal attributes are given more importance, such as attitude 
and interests. We want our interns to have purpose, honesty, and dedication going into this 
opportunity. Possible individuals to ask for this type of recommendation include a mentor, a close 
friend, coach, adviser, or anyone who can attest to your character. 
 
CAN MY REFERENCES SUBMIT LETTERS DIRECTLY TO C2C? 
NO- we require students to upload reference letters to their application. Reference letters must 
include contact information so that we can confirm authenticity.  
 
WHAT FORMAT DO YOU WANT MY ESSAY IN? 
Please write an essay that demonstrates your ability to develop and communicate your thoughts 
clearly. 
Format: 

-Word limit of 650 words 
-Double-spaced, 1 inch margins, and size 12 font.  
-Heading aligned to the right, single-spaced, and include the student’s name, the date.  
-File saved as "YourLastName_Summer2018Essay.pdf"  

 
HOW MUCH DOES MY GPA AFFECT MY CHANCES OF BEING SELECTED? 
We want to send strong students to work in D.C. We ask for your GPA so we can get an idea of 
how well you perform in school. However, we understand that your entire academic performance 
can’t be summed up in a single number and there are flaws with judging solely based on your 
GPA. Still, we will not accept applicants with a GPA below 3.0. 
 
HOW MANY APPLICANTS ARE SELECTED EACH YEAR? 
For our Summer 2018 program we are awarding 20 scholarships.  
 
CAN I APPLY AFTER THE DEADLINE? 
No. You must submit all materials by the stated deadline, Nov. 24 at 11:59 PM EST. 
 
 
 
 
  
 



 

HOW ARE SCHOLARSHIP WINNERS PICKED? IS IT FAIR? 
A diverse board of professionals from the Washington, D.C. area choose our interns. Many of 
them were interns at one point themselves and currently work in Congress. We consider each 
applicant equally based on the materials provided. The application process is designed to give 
you the opportunity to put your best foot forward and for us to see how good of a fit you’d be for 
the program. We will look at both financial need and merit when selecting our next class. 
 
DO YOU NEED AN OFFICIAL OR UNOFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT? 
Students need only apply using an unofficial transcript that can usually be obtained on their 
student account without contacting the registrar’s office. 
 
WHAT MAKES A GOOD APPLICATION? 
A good application steers clear of blatant errors in grammar and syntax. It also refrains from 
awkward or over complicated sentences. Be yourself and make sure to put your best foot 
forward. Mistakes diminish credibility so proofread, and then have someone you trust give a 
second opinion. Ultimately, we want to know not only that students have the necessary skills to 
be an intern in D.C. but that they also have a good reason to want to be there, too! 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


